INTERSEC Nordic Safe
TRTL-30
6-Sided protection against all known forms
of attack including ...
• Explosives
• High speed carbide drills
• Oxy-arc
• Wedging
• Oxy-acetylene • Heavy hand tools
PLUS:

2-Hour Official Fire Protection label.

Here's the safe you've been waiting for - INTERSEC
Nordic! Burglary and fire protection in one unit. Now that's
protectionl
By passing the rigorous tests of both Underwriters·
Laboratories and the Swedish Standards Association, the
Nordic Safe has rightly earned its position as one of the
highest rated security units in the world. The Nordic bears the
UL TRTL-30 label and qualifies for the National Bureau of
Casualty Underwriters Insurance rate "H" under Mercantile
Safe policies, and rate "G" for Broad Form and Bank policies.
The Nordic also displays the Class A1 ZO certification by the
Swedish Standards Association recognizing officially tested
fire resistance for a duration of 2 hours in a furnace with
temperatures up to 1850° F. (1010 ° C.)

Additional door security includes the use of glass
mounted anti-explosive, drilling and thermal relocking
devices, Sargent & Greenleaf (Group ·1) tamper
resistant, manipulation proof combination locks and ii-""
four-way boltwork.
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Locking:
Standard on the Nordic Safe is one Sargent &
Greenleaf (Group 1) tamper-resistant, manipulation
proof combination lock, and four-way boltwork.
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Body:
The body construction of the INTERSEC Nordic is
specially designed to resist delamination and attack by
incorporating a strongly reinforced steel grid of rod and
Z-bars. Also within the body's 5 inch thick walls are
special alloys and an extra-dense ceramic materiel to
thwart all known forms of assault.
Anchoring:
Each safe is designed with the facility to incorporate
full security anchorage if desired.
Alarm:
Provision for alarm is provided as standard.
Finish:
The INTERS EC Nordic Series is beautifullyfinished in
a textured sand-grey with steal-blue fasciaand polished
chrome fittings.
In a continuing effort to improve our_ products and
meet the changing requirements, we reserve the right
to make changes without notice in specifications,
models and design.
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Construction:
Door:
Security is immediately evident in the design of the
INTERSEC Nordic Series. The massive 5-1/4 inch thick
rectangular door is recessed within the body of the safe
to resist prying and tool assaults. Unlike most safe
doors the hinges are not exposed to potential attack but
are actually an integral part of the safe's body. The door
itself comprises an extremely tough alloy and massive
monolithic barrier designed to resist all known types of
attack including torch, tools and high speed drills.
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